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The phenomenon of congruent figures fitting together to fill their containing 
space exactly has always drawn great interest. It seems quite natural, then, to 
examine this occurrence when the “figures” are finite sets of integers, the 
“space” is the set of all integers, and being “congruent” means being a 
translate. 
We find we can classify these finite sets which “tesselate” when the number 
of elements, k, is a prime power. Our method fails us for the other cases and 
even for so simple a case as k = 6 we do not know the answer! By way of 
apology, however, we point out that the tesselation condition when k = pa 
turns out to be ap-adic one. It is precisely that the distinct integers a, , a2 ,..., 
ak determine the minimum possible number (namely, a) of mutual distances 
in the p-adic norm. The case k = 6. it would then seem, depends simul- 
taneously on the 2-adic and 3-adic expansions, and we are up against the 
difficulties of the interplay between such expansions. 
At any rate we now state our tesselation condition in elementary terms. 
THEOREM 1. Let a, , a2 ,..., ak: be distinct integers with k = p,“, p a prime, 
(Y a positive integer. For each pair ai , a, , i # j, we denote by peij the highest 
power ofp which divides ai - aj . The set a, , a2 ,..., a, tesselates if and o&y if 
there are at most 01 distinct eij . 
For CY = 1, i.e., k prime, this becomes a rather simple condition. It says 
that, for some e, the ai are all congruent (modp”) and all incongruent 
(modp”+l). Each of these cases is obviously sufficient for the tesselation, but 
the theorem says that one of them must happen. 
The very simplest interesting case is that of k = 3. If we normalize matters 
so that our triple is 0, a, b with (a, b) = 1 the theorem states that tesselation 
occurs if and only zya and b are, in some order, 1 and 2 (mod 3). Surely this 
special case deserves to have a completely trivial proof-but we have not been 
able to find one! , 
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As for the case k = 4 we find, for example, that the set 1,4, 8, 13 does 
tesselate since the differences are 3, 7, 12, 4, 9, 5 so that the eij are either 
0 or 2. Again the set 1,4, 8, 15 does not tesselate since here the differences are 
3, 7, 14,4, 11 and the eij are therefore 0, 1 and 2 which are three in number. 
We first prove some qualitative facts about tesselation, these being valid 
for all k, and not just for prime powers. 
THEOREM 2. Let a,, a2 ,..., aE be given integers. The foliowing three 
statements are equivalent. 
(I) There exists a set A’= {xj] having density I/k such that every 
integer is expressible in the form ai + xi . 
(II) There exists a set X = {xj} such that every integer is expressible 
uniquely in the form a, + x, . 
(Ill) There exist a number N and N residue classes x1, x2 ,..,, xn 
(mod N * k) such that every residue class (mod N . k) is uniquely expressible 
in the form ai + xj . 
Proof Since it is clear that (I), (11), and (III) are increasingly restrictive we 
need only show that (I) + (II) -+ (111). 
(I) -+ (II): The famous Koenig’s lemma tells us that it suffices, for (II), 
to produce, for each interval J = t--N, N], a collection {xi} such that all the 
integers of J are uniquely expressible as ai + Xj . Furthermore it is equally 
good to do this same job over any interval [M - N, M + N] (as we could 
then just subtract off M). If (I) holds, however, then the original sequence 
must accomplish this. Every number is already expressible as an ai + xi and 
the set of integers which are expressible more than once must be of density 0. 
Thus, there are arbitrarily long intervals wherein all numbers are uniquely 
expressible and the result follows. 
(II) -+ (III): Suppose (II) holds and set 
c, = 1 if n is one of the xi , 
-0 otherwise. 
Thus we have the difference equation Cneal + &a2 + ..* + C,-,k = 1. 
Now consider blocks C,,, , Cntz ,..., Cn+? , where T = Max ai - min ai . 
Clearly there are at most 2’ distinct such blocks and so there are two G1+, ,..., 
c nl+T and C+ ,..., Cnz+, which are identical. Since a block of T of the C, 
determines the entire sequence we conclude that C, identically equals 
C n+Plz-n, , i.e., that C, is periodic. In other words the xj occur periodically, 
which means they consist of residue classes and (III) follows easily. 
Proof of Theorem 1. First suppose that the eij are at most c1 in number 
and write them as h, , h, ,..., X, ; 0 < X, < h, < ... < h, , /I f 01. Choose xj 
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as all the residues (modp@+l) w  ose base p expansions have 0 digits at the h 
places X, , AZ ,..., As . We claim that then the ai + xi are all distinct (mod 
pAB+l). For suppose otherwise, so that we would have xi - xi, G ai’ - ai . 
We know, by hypothesis, that ai’ - ai = r * pA” for some m < ,6, r + 0 
(mod p), and so we conclude that Xj - Xj’ = 0 (mod p”m), which means that 
the first A, p - ary digits of xj and xi, agree. By definition of the xj , however, 
their next digits also agree (being both 0) and we conclude that xj - xj’ z 0 
(modpAm+l), which implies the contradiction r = 0 (modp). 
Now since the ai’s number p” and the x,‘s number ~@+l-~ we deduce that 
the a, + xj uniquely represent p fi ’ +l-B+a > pQ+l distinct residue classes 
(mod p@+l) and (III) is verified. (In particular we conclude that /? = CX.) 
In the converse portion of the proof we will make use of the elements of 
cyclotomy, i.e., properties of roots of unity and the cyclotomic polynomials, 
and we refer the reader to [l 1. 
Suppose then that (III) holds so that we have 
$ P - f t”j = C tA, 
j=l A 
where the A represents, one time each, every residue class (mod N * k). This 
means that 
g1 tai i txj = 1 + t + t” + ... + tNk-’ + fw(t)(tN” - 1) 
j-1 
k 
z1 P’ - f P = ((1 - t”“)/(l - t)) * A(t), 
j=l 
where A(t) is a polynomial with integer coefficients and A(1) = 1. 
Factoring (1 - t”“)/(l - t) into its irreducible factors, the cyclotomic 
polynomials, we obtain 
(1 - t”“>/U - 2) = n Qdt) 
d/Nk 
d#l 
so hat Eq. (1) gives 
k 
zl tn* = Er QdO . B(t), 
(2) 
where B(t) has integer coefficients and satisfies B(1) = 1 and T is a set of 
integers. 
Setting t = 1 in Eq. (2) givesp” = n&r Qd( 1) and recalling that Q,“( 1) = p 
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and Qd(l) = 1 for d not a prime power, we conclude that there are OL powers 
of p in the set T. Thus we have 
zl Pi = fj Q,&> . C(t), 0 < Vl < 212 < -.. < v, (3) 
ml=1 
and C(t) a polynomial with integer coefficients. 
[More briefly Eq. (3) can be stated as the condition that & tai is divisible 
by I’I~=, Qp~ndt).l 
We now proceed by induction on 01 to verify that any set of pa distinct 
integers ai satisfying Eq. (3) has for its eij precisely the numbers V, - 1, 
v, - I,..., V, - 1. The induction begins at ~11 = 0, where the verification is 
trivial. 
So now introduce, for each r = 0, 1,2 ,..., p - 1, the sets S, = {all ai = 
a, + rpV1-l (mod ~~1)). We will prove the following: 
LEMMA. (A) The S, together contain all the ai . 
(B) Each S, has exactly pa-l elements. 
(C) Cass, ta is divisible by nl=, Q,vm(t). 
Proofs. (A) This simply says that each ai E a, (modpY1-1). So let J be 
the linear operator on polynomials defined by 
Jt” = 0, n f a, (mod p “l-l), 
= tn, n = a, (mod p”‘-l), 
and apply J to Eq. (3). From the explicit formula Q,v(t) = 1 + tp”-l + 
t2.P + . . . + t(P-Id-’ we observe that multiplication by any of our Q,vm(t) 
commutes with J and we obtain 
ta’ = sl Q,v,(t) . K(t). 
Hence setting t = 1 gives 
PaI 11 
ia 
ai--o,(mod~vl-‘) 
This sum is a positive integer, however, and so is at least equal to p” and 
this means that all the ai are indeed = a, (mod ~“1-3. 
(B) By (A) we can write C Pi = C,“I CaaS ta and we set t = e( P-~I). 
This gives, by Eq. (3) 0 = C,“r,’ e(r/p) . CaGS, i, which implies that the 
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integers CaoS, 1 are all equal. In turn this means of course that each S, has 
exactly pa--l elements. 
(C) This time introduce the linear operator J defined on polynomials 
by 
Jt” = 0, n f a, + rp ‘l-l (mod p ‘I), 
=t n n G a, + rp v1-1 (mod p “I), 
and observe that multiplication by Q,vm(t) commutes with J as long as m > 1. 
Applying J to Eq. (3), therefore, gives 
and C is verified. 
Finally we can examine the eij . If aj and a, lie in different S, , say S,. and 
S, , then ui - aj = (r - r’) $‘-l (modpV1) so that eij = VI - 1. On the 
other hand if ai and a, both lie in S, then, by our lemma and the inductive 
hypothesis, eij is one of the numbers Vz - 1, V3 - l,..., V, - 1. Since the S, 
exhaust the whole collection of the ai , our induction is complete and 
Theorem 1 is therefore proved. 
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